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EXT. USQ. SPRINGFIELD. WIDE SHOT. - DAY

1

A WIDE SHOT OF EDUCATION CITY.
Warrick jumps into shot.
WARRICK
Hi. I'm Warrick. I'm a third year
Bachelor of Applied Media Student at the
University of Southern Queensland Springfield.
I'll be showing you around today and also
talking about how to operate with in
campus.
This is the campus orientation.... You
should also undertake an academic
orientation at the start of the semester.
We've got a lot to cover... so let's get
to it...
Warrick has a big drink of GATORADE.
Warrick turns, and speeds off towards the campus.
WARRICK (V.O.)
The USQ Springfield campus is situated in
the exciting new Education City precinct
25 minutes south west of the Brisbane
CBD, Education City is a joint venture
between Springfield Land Corporation and
MIRVAC who own and operate the precinct
including the carparks and student
accommodation.
There are a range of other education
providers including schools and training
colleges and the Bremer Institute of
TAFE.
WE SEE VARIOUS SHOTS OF EDUCATION CITY, THE USQ CAMPUS AND OTHER
COLLEGES.
WARRICK
We've got, direct access to 24 hectares
of parklands... and there's the Orion
shopping and entertainment centre just
walking distance away.
A SEQUENCE OF SHOTS SHOWING THE PARKLANDS AND ORION.
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EXT. GOODNA TRAIN STATION - DAY.

2

2

Warrick steps into frame at the GOODNA TRAIN STATION. He talks as
he buys a ticket from the STATION MANAGER.
WARRICK
Public transport to Education City is
currently available via rail to nearby
Goodna and Redbank stations connecting
with TransLink bus services.
(Warrick takes a ticket)
Thanks.
3

EXT. USQ SPRINGFIELD. BUS STOP - DAY.

3

A BUS pulls up at USQ BUS STOP and Warrick gets off.
WARRICK
And a number of bus services run daily
between the University campus and various
locations throughout Brisbane and
Ipswich. Full details can be found at
the Campus website.
(He waves goodbye to the driver)
See ya.
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EXT. USQ. PARKING LOT - DAY

4

USQ. CARPARK.
Warrick drives up in HIS CAR and comes to a stop.
He is listening to HIP HOP MUSIC and wears a BASEBALL CAP back
wards. He turns the volume down and turns to camera through the
window.
WARRICK
Now... in order to park at Education City
you must purchase a ticket or have a
valid semester or yearly permit, and
display it prominently on the dashboard
of your car.
(he taps THE PERMIT on his dash)
Car park costs are kept low through USQ
subsidising the costs to students. If
you don't have a permit, prepare to wear
a penalty.
CUT TO:
Warrick shuts the door of his car, puts HIS BAG over his shoulder
and checks his IPHONE. A CAMPUS MAP GRAPHIC appears on the screen
then zooms up to fill frame.
WARRICK (VO)
You can use parking AREA 3 at the front
of the campus, and AREA 2 behind the
accommodation buildings.
GRAPHIC:

WE SEE THE CAMPUS MAP, WITH HIGHLIGHTED LOCATIONS OF
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EACH PARKING AREA.
Warrick turns the phone off and walks out of frame.
Warrick steps into frame near a PARKING SIGN.
WARRICK
Importantly, look at the signs regarding
what permits work in which areas as this
will change as the Campus grows.
Warrick looks at a sign and then his PARKING PERMIT checking it.
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EXT. USQ PARKING LOT - DAY

5

A shot of the campus with a bike rack in the foreground. Warrick
walks past.
WARRICK
Also for cyclists... there's bike racks
located around the campus.
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EXT. ASSIGNMENT RETURN BOX - DAY

6

A WIDE SHOT OF THE MAIN BUILDING.
Warrick walks up to the main building.
WARRICK
Handing in your assignments? You need the
Assignment return box. When you approach
the campus you'll see it on the left of
the main building.
Warrick walks in closer.
WARRICK
Remember a lot of courses have late
penalties so get them in on time and
remember your Assessment cover sheets.
Warrick puts THE ASSIGNMENT in the slot.
WARRICK
And... it's that easy. Oh yeah... the
library return box is on the other side
of the door too.
Warrick smiles and leaves frame.
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INT. MAIN BUILDING ENTRANCE - DAY
Warrick jogs up to the main door.

7
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WARRICK
The entrance to the main building is via
the front door or the two fire exits.
WE SEE A SHOT OF THE FIRE DOORS.
WARRICK
After hours entry is only via the front
door and you use your student ID CARD to
gain access.
The door opens and Warrick jogs inside.
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INT. MAIN BUILDING FOYER RECEPTION.

8

Warrick jogs into the foyer.
WARRICK
Inside the foyer to the left you will
find the ground floor reception area. It
is staffed by STUDENT RELATIONSHIP
OFFICERS, also called SROs and is open
from 8am to 5pm Monday to Friday. This is
where any general inquiries of a non
faculty nature can be addressed.
Warrick sneaks in the back.
WARRICK
The CAMPUS ADMINISTRATION MANAGER is
located here and if you have any issues
with campus and student Admin or any
harassment issues feel free to raise it
with her.
SUE BASU
Hi Warrick... come on in.
Warrick walks in and closes the door. The camera pans to ZIGGY the
sound recordist who stands there not knowing what to do.
CUT TO: LATER
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INT. MAIN BUILDING GROUND FLOOR. FIRST AID ROOM - DAY

9

Warrick walks further back to the first aid room.
WARRICK
Back here... we also have a first aid
room. In the event of a student being
physically hurt or feeling ill they will
be placed in here and monitored by ground
floor SRO's.
We see a short sequence of A STUDENT with an ICE PACK on their
head and being given a THERMOMETER by a RESIDENT SRO.
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INT. MAIN BUILDING FOYER - DAY

10

5

Warrick steps into frame near the EVENTS OFFICE.
WARRICK
Back in the foyer again... on your
immediate left is the EVENTS AND STUDENT
EXPERIENCE MANAGER. Their job is to
organise student events and work with the
Student Representative Council, any ideas
or any suggestions please feel free to
come in for a chat.
CLARE sits inside and waves.
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INT. MAIN BUILDING FOYER . FACING LIBRARY

11

Warrick walks over to THE LIBRARY.
WARRICK
Now on the right is the library. The
library's opening hours are clearly
displayed here for all to see. All
students who are starting study at the
campus should undertake the library
induction program which will take place
during the orientation period and at
OTHER TIMES TO BE CHECKED AT LIBRARY.
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INT. MAIN BUILDING FOYER . STUDENT GUILD / 24HR LAB
Warrick continues on.
WARRICK
Now down this way we have the STUDENT
GUILD OFFICE. Who are responsible for
Clubs and Societies, independent student
advocacy and the Phoenix Award just to
name a few...
Warrick walks out.
Warrick walks further.
WARRICK
We have a TWENTY FOUR HOUR COMPUTER LAB
with swipe card access, complete with
printer scanner etc. Now remember when
using this lab work quietly 'cause there
are others that needed to use it
particularly around assignment and exam
time. Eating and drinking is a not
permitted within the lab.
WE SEE STUDENTS WORKING.
WARRICK
On the far side of the wall is a duress
button if at anytime you are concerned
about your safety push that button and
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education city security will respond.
Vision of Warrick pointing at button.
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INT. MAIN BUILDING FOYER . NEAR LIFTS - DAY

13

Warrick zips into frame under a security camera.
WARRICK
Now... all entrances to the university
are video monitored. Your safety is
paramount. If an incident of concern
should ever occur please notify your SRO
so that video footage can be monitored.
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INT. MAIN BUILDING FOYER . TOILETS - DAY

14

Warrick jumps into shot
WARRICK
Toilets on each floor are located to the
rear of the lifts.
A SPED UP CAMERA SHOT RUNS TO THE BACK OF THE LIFTS AND WE GO
INSIDE THE TOILETS.
WARRICK
The disabled toilet doors are power
assisted, with the exception of level
four. Should you need access, simply
press the green button, and the door
automatically opens. Inside there is a
shower that is available for everyone to
use.
Warrick walks inside.
WARRICK
To lock the door, you push in the red
button and twist.
WARRICK shows us the entire procedure as he speaks.
WARRICK
To exit you must twist the red button
again so it pops out. Then press the
green button. If you can't remember it's
all here.
Warrick points at the instructions above the buttons.
WARRICK
Oh yeah... on levels 1 and 4 the toilets
also have a fold out BABY CHANGE TABLE.
Warrick changes THE NAPPY on his TEDDY BEAR. It THROWS UP on him.
He continues smiling.
15
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INT. MAIN BUILDING FOYER . LIFTS

15

MAIN BUILDING FOYER NEAR LIFTS.
Warrick steps in frame we move with him.
WARRICK
To get to other floors you can use the
lifts or the stairs. I'm a bit tired from
all the jogging so...
ZOOM INTO CU. WARRICK PRESSES THE LIFT BUTTON.
WARRICK
Inside the lifts it's all pretty self
explanatory. Press the button for the
floor your after, if it's after hours
(morning or night) and you have permitted
access, use your SWIPE CARD to get to the
level you want.
Any issues... don't panic! Read the
signs.
WARRICK POINTS AT ALL THE BUTTONS AND SIGNS AS HE TALKS.
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INT. 2ND LEVEL FACULTY OF EDUCATION - DAY

16

2ND LEVEL HALLWAY.
Warrick slowly, steps into frame wearing official GRADUATION ROBES
and MORTARBOARD HEAD DRESS.
WARRICK
On the 2nd level we have the FACULTY OF
EDUCATION. Just so you know... on all
floors you will find a reception desk
staffed by SROs and behind the reception
are the staff areas.
Warrick looks around the staff area passing STAFF at work. He
stops at the open door of DAVID CLEAVERS room. David sits inside
working.
WARRICK
For each faculty there is an Associate
Director. Should you have any academic
issues the first point of call is always
the course lecturer or examiner. If you
are still not satisfied with the outcome
feel free to raise them with the
Associate Director. Their role is as the
Dean's representative on campus and work
with the Campus Director to ensure that
students receive a quality educational
experience. Feel free to make an
appointment to see them through the SROs
if there are ways that you think that

8

this experience can be improved.
ZIGGY the sound recordist walks off carrying HIS BOOM POLE and
MICROPHONE and goes into David Cleavers room.
Warrick watches confused. David gets up as if expecting Ziggy, and
then shuts the door. Warrick looks about worried.
WARRICK (OFFSIDE TO THE CAMERA MAN)
He doesn't have a problem with me... does
he?
CAMERA MAN
Well... he thinks you're a bit of a...
CUT TO:
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INT. 2ND LEVEL FACULTY OF EDUCATION. ROOM NUMBERING - DAY

17

SHOT OF 2ND LEVEL HALL WAY.
Warrick jumps into frame 'full of beans' again.
WARRICK (WALKING BACKWARDS)
Room numbering. Rooms are named and
numbered based firstly on the building,
then the floor, then the type of room it
is, then the rooms order as it appears
along the corridor.
Warrick stops at a ROOM NUMBER.
WARRICK
For example room A2TR1 is in Building A
Level 2 Tutorial Room One.
AN ANIMATED TEXT GRAPHIC WILL HIGHLIGHT THE APPROPRIATE LETTERS
FROM THE WORDS BUILDING A - LEVEL 2, TUTORIAL ROOM 1 AND MOVE THEM
INTO PLACE IN THE FINAL ROOM NUMBERING GRAPHIC A2TR1.
Warrick walks inside A LECTURE ROOM.
WARRICK
The difference between a lecture and
tutorial room is generally the size and
the Audio Visual fit outs. Tute rooms
generally have little or no AV gear,
while Lecture rooms have state of the art
projectors and computer based systems.
HE WALKS ALONG FURTHER.
WARRICK (VO)
Other rooms you might find are Computer
labs abbreviated as CL, Editing Suites
ES, etc.
SHOW ROOM TYPES AS A GRAPHICS WITH HIGHLIGHTED LETTERING.
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INT. MAPS - DAY

18

Warrick stands by a FLOOR MAP.
WARRICK
If you are unsure of where your room is
please just refer to the maps either on
the ground floor or at the exits of the
lifts.
He looks at the map, smiles and then turns, he realises where he
is now and walks off to his destination, leaving frame.
WE MOVE IN ON THE MAP.
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INT. 2ND FLOOR. OUTSIDE STAIRS - DAY

19

2ND FLOOR HALLWAY.
Warrick walks into shot.
WARRICK
Next level UP... let's take the stairs.
WARRICK RACES UP THE STAIRS IN HIGH SPEED MOTION.
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INT. 3RD FLOOR FACULTY OF SCIENCE. ROOM NUMBERING - DAY

20

The 3rd Floor hallway has A FEW STUDENTS milling about as Warrick
jumps into frame wearing a LAB COAT he is out of breath.
WARRICK (GASPING)
Third floor... Faculty of Science...
A GROUP OF STUDENTS walk past Warrick and look at his out fit
shaking their heads as if he is demented. Warrick smiles back
cheekily.
Warrick stops outside the reception.
WARRICK
...and a range of student support
services.
21

INT. 3RD FLOOR. STUDENT SERVICES SEQUENCES - DAY

21

WARRICK(VO)
We have the Centre for Australian
Indigenous Knowledge or The CAIK. The
main purpose of which is to encourage and
assist the further education of
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students.
Shots of The CAIK in action - Talking to INDIGENOUS STUDENTS. The
CAIK REPRESENTATIVES going to schools.
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WARRICK(VO)
If you have any academic, personal or
financial issues and they are impacting
on your study we have a student counselor
that can talk with you.
Shots of the STUDENT COUNSELOR, talking to A WORRIED LOOKING
STUDENT that starts to talk and nods smiling.
WARRICK(VO)
The Disability Support Coordinator
assists students with any permanent or
temporary disabilities, or medical
conditions, which may interfere with
their academic studies.
A sequence of the DISABILITY SUPPORT COORDINATOR assisting A
STUDENT.
WARRICK(VO)
The International Support Coordinator
provides on arrival and ongoing support
services for international students.
We show the INTERNATIONAL SUPPORT COORDINATOR working with
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS.
WARRICK(VO)
The Career Learning Consultant assists
students to develop career plans, gain
industry experience, as well as obtain
casual and graduate employment.
A sequence of the CAREER LEARNING CONSULTANT assisting A STUDENT.
WARRICK(VO)
The Learning Centre Consultants in the
Learning and Teaching Support Unit assist
students in developing their academic
learning skills, as well as develop
online resources for all students to use
in developing such skill; they assist
students in individual consultations and
regular workshops.
A sequence where A LEARNING CENTRE CONSULTANT assists A STUDENT
develop their learning skills with workshops, individually and or
online.
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INT. 3RD FLOOR. RECEPTION - DAY
RECEPTION LEVEL 3.
Warrick steps into frame minus the lab coat.
WARRICK(VO)
If you would like to make an appointment
to meet with one of these staff members
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just visit the SRO'S at the Level 3
reception desk or phone this number.
GRAPHIC: PH (07) 3470 4400.
WARRICK WALKS DOWN FURTHER.
WARRICK
Level three also has our multi-faith
prayer room.
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INT. 3RD FL. FACULTY OF SCIENCE. EMPLOYMENT RES. RM - DAY

23

WIDE ON THE EMPLOYMENT RESOURCE ROOM.
Warrick jumps into frame.
WARRICK
We have an employment resource room with
various brochures and employment
opportunities. It also doubles as a
student kitchenette... by the way there
are kitchenettes available on level
three, level four and the student commons
on level four.
WARRICK
These are available at any time but keep
them clean and don't leave any food over
night. It might be the science level and
culture level but we don't want any
cultures growing here that aren't in a
petri dish. Heh heh.
Shot of the camera man and sound guy looking at each other and
sighing.
Warrick leans up on his toes.

Yup.
24

WARRICK
(nervously looking side to side)
INT. 4TH FLOOR FACULTY OF ARTS AND ENGINEERING. - DAY
Warrick has a MOVIE DIRECTORS CAP and a PLASTIC POCKET HOLDER
filled with pens he also carries a VIDEO CAMERA and a bunch of
ENGINNEERING PLANS under his arm. He struggles to hold it all
together.
WARRICK
Level 4... Faculty of Arts and
Enginneering. We have our friendly SRO
here to help with any inquires.
Warrick gives BRENDA A ROSE.

24
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He walks into the lab. SPED UP
WARRICK
We have our Apple computer lab used
primarily by the Bachelor of Applied
Media students for Video and Audio
editing. Actually here's some diligent
students hard at work now.
LEXI, the editor of the orientation video is editing Warrick
delivering his assignment in the Assignment box from scene 1.
WARRICK
Look.. ing... good!
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INT. 4TH FLOOR FACULTY. RADIO STATION. - DAY

25

Warrick sits behind THE MICROPHONE of the radio station as someone
cues him. We pull out slowly.
WARRICK
Also on level four... we have the radio
studio for Phoenix Radio Online.
(he puts his hand to his head
phones)
Phoenix Radio broadcasts 24-hour-a-day
community radio, online and soon to be
broadcast on FM radio.
A PRODUCER gives Warrick the thumbs up.
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INT. 4TH FLOOR FACULTY COMMONS / KITCHENETTE. - DAY

26

Warrick rushes from radio station and down the corridor in SPED UP
/ FAST MOTION.
WARRICK
The 4th floor student commons in two
parts, we've got a pool table, TV and
Kitchenette with vending machines.
He gestures towards them as we PAN across. We see STUDENTS PLAYING
POOL some STUDENTS WATCHING TV. STUDENT USING KITCHENETTE.
WARRICK
Remember... leave everything clean and
tidy no body likes a grubby place to eat
and chillax.
He steps out.
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INT. 4TH FLOOR. FAMILY ROOM. - DAY
Warrick steps into frame near THE FAMILY ROOM he walks inside. A
MOTHER types on the computer as HER CHILD plays with blocks.
WARRICK
Also on level four there is a family
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room available should there be a need to
bring children on campus. There are
strict rules regards children being on
campus so check these out in THE CAMPUS
GUIDE and on the USQ website.
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INT. 5TH FLOOR. FACULTY OF BUSINESS / LAW

- DAY

28

Warrick jumps into frame wearing a BARRISTERS ROBE and WIG.
WARRICK
5th floor is business and law. More about
business and law..
A sequence of shots showing LAW AND BUSINESS LECTURERS
facilitating Lectures and Tutorials with STUDENTS.
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INT. 5TH FLOOR. ICT SUPPORT - DAY

29

Warrick walks up to ICT SUPPORT and goes inside.
WARRICK
Also on level FIVE we have ICT support,
who provide a wide range of Information
and Communication Technology services to
staff and students. Computer's,
networking, passwords everything.
SHOTS OF ICT STAFF AT WORK.
WARRICK
Ring EXT 1900 internally or 4631 1900 if
you are external... or simply check out
ICT services on the USQ website.
Warrick walks out of frame.
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INT. LEVEL 5. TUTE ROOM - DAY

30

Warrick is typing on his own PERSONAL LAPTOP in a Tute Room with
TWO OTHER STUDENTS doing their work.
WARRICK
Each room on campus is enabled for
wireless connectivity, so students can
access the Internet anywhere, anytime. To
get hooked up, just checkout a 'how to'
on the USQ website or contact ICT.
Warrick Closes his laptop and gets up.
31

INT. 6TH FL. POST GRAD / UNDERGRAD TEACHING - DAY
Warrick walks into shot.
WARRICK
Level 6 is mainly for Post graduate
teaching, it has the campus executive...
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and there's also the Australian Centre
for sustainable business and development.
We see a sequence of the AUSTRALIAN CENTRE FOR SUSTAINABLE
BUSINESS AND DEVELOPMENT STAFF at work.
WARRICK
We've got the Post graduate computer lab
which is available for extended hours for
post grad students. Choice.
SHOTS OF A6 COMPUTER ROOM WITH STUDENTS WORKING AWAY.
WARRICK
Towards the balcony we've got the
Corporate Centre, including the Campus
Director, The Business manager, and last
but not least marketing.
The Campus Director is ultimately
responsible for the operation of the
Campus. He does not get involved in
academic issues such as assessment or
results, these are handled by the
faculties, he does however get involved
in the overall student experience and
quality issues regarding the delivery of
your programs.
Shots of DOUG FRASER behind his desk working.
Doug talking 'ONE ON ONE' with a student at an event, or on the
grounds.
WARRICK
To help the Director and Faculty
Associate Directors maximize your student
experience make sure you fill out your
course evaluations at the end of each
semester.
Warrick holds up a COURSE EVALUATION FORM.
WARRICK
We read everyone of these but need your
feedback if we want to keep on
improving. It is also good to let your
lecturers know you appreciate their
efforts if you think they have done a
good job.
Warrick walks down the corridor towards the camera we pan with
him.
WARRICK
Ok... from here on, this area is not
accessible for students unless
prearranged.
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A STORM TROOPER from STAR WARS stands guarding the entrance. The
stormtrooper looks at Warrick's ID and then gestures him on.
STORMTROOPER
Ok, move along... move along.
Warrick moves inside.
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INT. BOARDROOM - DAY

32

Warrick walks up and opens the door.
WARRICK.
We've got a board room for where all the
important meetings go down.
We see MULTIPLE WARRICK'S sitting in the board room in his
multiple guises as ART'S / ENGINEERING MAN, SCIENCE MAN, LAWYER /
EDUCATION MAN. ETC.
They all look to camera and STARE AWKWARDLY. One of them shuts the
door.
WARRICK
Looks serious.
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EXT. BALCONY - DAY

33

Warrick walks out on the 6TH FLOOR BALCONY.
WARRICK
The balcony is sometimes used for student
Barbecues and don't we all love a free
lunch. Yummy.
And from here... we have a great outlook
over the whole campus.
Warrick walks up the the edge of the balcony and looks off down at
the Auditorium.
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EXT. PATH OUTSIDE AUDITORIUM. - DAY

34

LONG TELEPHOTO LOW ANGLE SHOT of Warrick standing on the balcony
taken from the path leading to the Auditorium.
WARRICK
And behind you is the Auditorium.
Warrick, now tiny in the distance turns and walks off. The camera
CRASH ZOOMS OUT quickly and then pans around to face the
Auditorium as Warrick magically walks into shot.
WARRICK
Whew. Let's check it out.
He jogs through the Auditorium front door and foyer.
35
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INT. AUDITORIUM. - DAY.

35

Inside, Warrick looks about as the camera pans to the seating.
WARRICK
This is a 350 seat Auditorium used for
lectures and events, and also as the live
TV Studio productions for various BAM
productions. Pretty Cool hey?
He slips BACK OUTSIDE.
WARRICK
Back outside in the Auditorium foyer is a
Disabled lift. Anyone can use this if you
come in late for lecture and don't want
to walk through the lecture room doors.
36

INT. GYM - DAY

36

Warrick, wearing his GYM GEAR and HEAD BAND, sits behind a GYM
WEIGHTS MACHINE in the CAMPUS GYM.
WARRICK
At the back of the Auditorium is a fully
equipped gym available for students and
staff at very reasonable rates.
Warrick tries to lift the weights... but can't.
WARRICK
Ok... cut it there.
Warrick gives up and smiles cheekily at camera.
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EXT. / INT. OC - DAY.

37

Warrick walks up to the OC.
WARRICK
We've got the O.C. for all your lunch and
special events needs.
Warrick walks inside.
WARRICK
Check for opening times and menus etc.
And remember... treat the staff as you
would your own dear Mum.
LACHLAN the guy behind the counter stands and looks off screen as
if to say 'who is this guy?'
38

EXT. CAMPUS SECURITY - DAY.
Warrick stands flanked by TWO SECURITY GUARDS.

38
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WARRICK
24 hour campus security is provided by
Education City. Their office is located
at the base of the World Knowledge
Centre. They are here to help and can
provide escorts to your car after hours
if you need.
39

EXT. ON CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION

39

Warrick walks into shot, in front of THE ACCOMMODATION BUILDING.
WARRICK
On campus student accommodation is also
available, provided through Education
City website. Just follow these links.
GRAPHIC: ACCOMMODATION LINKS
CUT TO:
40

INT. ON CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION. BLAIR'S UNIT - NIGHT

40

Warrick and BLAIR share a GLASS OF MILK as they watch SOUND OF
MUSIC ON DVD. BAROQUE CLASSICAL MUSIC plays in the background.
They laugh hysterically.
CUT TO:
Warrick is in his YODA THEMED PAJAMAS'S. He walks to bed and get's
under his TRANSFORMERS THEMED BED SPREAD.
WARRICK
So that's pretty much it...
... the basic run down on getting into
and operating withing the campus. There's
a lot more detail contained in the
student campus guide and you are strongly
encouraged to read this before you start
study. You can get a hard copy or it's
available online.
That's it from me. All that jogging whew.
Warrick yawns... and turns in for the night. He switches off his
MICKEY MOUSE NIGHT LIGHT and smiles. After a moment he reaches
down and pulls out his TEDDY BEAR.
MUSIC UP
FADE TO BLACK
FADE IN
GRAPHICS: CONTACT AND CREDITS OVER STILLS SHOTS OF VARIOUS CAMPUS
LOCALES.
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FADE OUT

